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We present a new approach for analyzing topic models using visual analytics. We have

developed TopicView, an application for visually comparing and exploring multiple mod-
els of text corpora, as a prototype for this type of analysis tool. TopicView uses multiple

linked views to visually analyze conceptual and topical content, document relationships

identified by models, and the impact of models on the results of document clustering.
As case studies, we examine models created using two standard approaches: Latent Se-

mantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Conceptual content is

compared through the combination of (i) a bipartite graph matching LSA concepts with
LDA topics based on the cosine similarities of model factors and (ii) a table containing

the terms for each LSA concept and LDA topic listed in decreasing order of importance.

Document relationships are examined through the combination of (i) side-by-side docu-
ment similarity graphs, (ii) a table listing the weights for each document’s contribution

to each concept/topic, and (iii) a full text reader for documents selected in either of the
graphs or the table. The impact of LSA and LDA models on document clustering ap-

plications is explored through similar means, using proximities between documents and

cluster exemplars for graph layout edge weighting and table entries. We demonstrate the
utility of TopicView’s visual approach to model assessment by comparing LSA and LDA

models of several example corpora.

Keywords: text analysis; visual model analysis; latent semantic analysis; latent dirichlet
allocation; clustering

1. Introduction

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)1 and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)2 are two

popular mathematical approaches for modeling conceptual/topical content and re-

lationships in textual data collections. Questions posed by algorithm developers and

data analysts working with these models motivated the work described in this pa-

1
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per: How closely do LSA’s concepts correspond to LDA’s topics? How similar are

the most significant terms in LSA concepts to the most important terms of corre-

sponding LDA topics? Are the same documents affiliated with matching concepts

and topics? Do the document similarity graphs produced by the two models identify

corresponding groups of documents? How well do document groups found in their

respective similarity graphs match human-generated clusters? What is the impact

of these different topic models on analysis applications such as document clustering,

categorization and summarization?

LSA, LDA, and other topic (or factor) models of textual data have much in com-

mon: They use bag-of-words modeling (ignoring syntactic and grammatical struc-

ture), begin by transforming text corpora into term-document frequency matrices,

reduce the high dimensional term spaces of textual data to a user-defined number of

dimensions, produce weighted term lists for each concept or topic, produce concept

or topic content weights for each document, and produce outputs that can be used to

compute document relationship measures or as inputs to other analysis applications.

LSA uses a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the term-document frequency

matrices (which are often transformed or scaled) to define a basis for a shared se-

mantic vector space, in which the maximum variance across the data is captured

for a fixed number of dimensions. In contrast, LDA employs a Bayesian model that

treats each document as a mixture of latent underlying topics, where each topic is

modeled as a mixture of word probabilities from a vocabulary. Although LSA and

LDA outputs can be used in similar ways, their output values represent entirely dif-

ferent quantities, with different ranges and meanings. LSA produces term-concept

and document-concept correlation matrices, with values ranging between −1 and 1

where negative values indicate inverse correlations. LDA produces term-topic and

document-topic probability distribution matrices, where probabilities range from 0

to 1. Direct comparison and interpretation of similarities and differences between

LSA and LDA models is thus an important challenge in understanding which model

may be most appropriate for a given analysis task.

Our approach is to move away from statistical comparisons, focusing instead

on human consumable differences that reflect how these models are typically used

for analysis tasks. Although applications may use a variety of metaphors to visual-

ize document collections, including scatter plots,3 graphs,4 and landscapes,5 all of

these methods rely on document similarity measures or clustering to position docu-

ments within a visualization. These representations are often combined with labels

to identify the topical or conceptual content of document groups.6 Consequently,

we focus our comparison on the document relationships and conceptual categories

identified by LSA and LDA models, along with the impact of the different models

on the analysis tasks of computing document similarities and clustering documents.

In this paper we discuss TopicView, a visual analytics application designed to

visually compare and interactively explore multiple topic models from this user-

based perspective. In TopicView, tabbed panels of linked views compare conceptual

content (i.e. concepts and/or topics), document relationships (between individual
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documents and between documents and conceptual content), and clusters computed

using modeled documents. In addition to describing the design and implementation

of TopicView, we present insights on differences between LSA and LDA models that

were revealed using TopicView with several corpora. We specifically focus on LSA

and LDA models in this work to illustrate the power of a visual analysis approach,

although the techniques presented here would be applicable to other topic models

as well.

2. Related Work

Blei et al. discuss the differences in accuracy between LSA and LDA when these

models are used with SVM classification.2 Similarly, Kakkonen et al. compare the

accuracy of these models with other techniques such as k-Nearest Neighbor to

perform classification, and measure the resultant accuracy in terms of Spearman

correlation.7 Other statistics, such as F-Measure and receiver operating character-

istic (ROC) curve values, have been used to measure differences between LSA and

LDA models as well.8 Although the utility of the work presented in those papers

may be evident to algorithm developers and machine learning researchers, our ex-

perience with data analysts and decision makers across several domains indicates

that such results are difficult to incorporate into workflows and decision making

processes required in real-world data analysis activities. It is often difficult for prac-

titioners of these models and analysis capabilities to translate statistical confidences

into advice on how to choose a particular analysis method and how best to use that

method for solving a variety of tasks.

To assess how well existing methods model human semantic memory, Griffiths et

al. compare generative probabilistic topic models with models of semantic spaces.9

They are concerned with a model’s ability to extract the gist of a word sequence in

order to disambiguate terms that have different meanings in different contexts. This

is also related to predicting related concepts. LSA and LDA are used as instances

of these approaches and compared in word association tasks.

In contrast to the aforementioned work, our research compares the impact that

model differences have on visual analytics applications, not solely on statistical

differences. We focus on how users will derive conclusions driven by visual analysis,

and use the statistical measures as a supplement to our findings.

Collins et al. combine tag clouds with parallel coordinates to form Parallel Tag

Clouds, an approach for comparatively visualizing differentiating words within dif-

ferent dimensions of a text corpus.10 Word lists are alphabetical, with word size

scaled according to word weight. Similar to parallel coordinates, matching terms

are connected across columns.

Although we have similar goals in comparing term lists, we believe that our ap-

proach of sorting terms by weight, combined with scaling text luminance by weight,

provides a clear comparison of the relative significance of terms across concepts

and topics. Our approach avoids the layout complications and potential overlaps
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encountered when words are drawn at vastly different scales.

3. Modeling and Analysis Approaches

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the models, algorithms, and graph data

abstractions used in our work and discussed in this paper. More detailed descriptions

of the various models and algorithms can be found in the references provided.

3.1. Latent Semantic Analysis

LSA was originally developed to improve indexing and retrieval accuracy in search

tasks by statistically modeling relationships between terms distributed across docu-

ments (specifically synonymy and polysemy).1 Over time, LSA models have grown

to be used for other document analysis tasks, including clustering, categorization,

cross-language retrieval, and summarization.

LSA computes a truncated SVD of a term-document matrix, i.e., the collection of

m weighted term vectors associated with the n documents in a corpus of text.11 More

specifically, the k-dimensional LSA model of a term-document matrix, A ∈ Rm×n,

is its rank-k SVD,

Ak = UkΣkV
T
k , (1)

where Uk ∈ Rm×k, Σk ∈ Rk×k, Vk ∈ Rn×k contain the k leading left singular vectors,

singular values, and right singular vectors, respectively. The k latent features, or

concepts, are linear combinations of the original terms, with weights specified in

Uk. Documents are modeled as vectors in concept space, with coordinates specified

in Vk.

3.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

LDA is a probabilistic generative approach that models a collection of documents

using topics, which are probability distributions over a vocabulary.2 A generative

model is constructed using a vocabulary of m distinct words, a number of topics k,

two smoothing parameters α and β, and a prior distribution over document lengths

(typically Poisson). Such a model can be used to generate random documents whose

contents are mixtures of topics.

To model the topics in an existing corpus with LDA, the parameters of the

generative model must be learned from the data. Specifically, for a corpus containing

n documents and m terms, the k-topic LDA model of a term-document matrix,

A ∈ Rm×n, is

Ak = φθT , (2)

where φ ∈ Rm×k is the matrix of term probabilities for each topic, and θ ∈ Rn×k

contains topic probabilities for each document. The remaining parameters α, β and

k are specified by the user. For the LDA models used in this paper, parameter fitting

is performed using collapsed Gibbs sampling12 to estimate θ and φ.
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3.3. Document Similarity Graphs

To identify related documents, we compute the cosine similarity between all pairs

of documents. For LSA models, these similarities are computed between the scaled

document vectors, i.e., the rows of VkΣk. For LDA models, they are computed

between the rows of θ. The similarities form a similarity matrix that can be in-

terpreted as a weighted adjacency matrix to construct a similarity graph. In this

graph, nodes represent documents and edges represent the relationships between

documents, weighted by similarity scores. To support analysis of large corpora,

only edge weights above a threshold are used, leading to sparse similarity matrices.

Finally, graph layout methods are used to reveal document groups by positioning

related nodes near one another in the resulting graph.

3.4. Clustering

Although topic models are often used to identify document clusters directly from

the model factors, in this paper we investigate the impact of using the LSA and

LDA models as input to clustering algorithms. Specifically, we cluster the modeled

documents (the rows of VkΣk for LSA and θ for LDA) using the K-means clustering

algorithm.13 K-means separates data points into groups, or clusters, surrounding a

central point, called a centroid. These centroids are arranged such that the total

intra-cluster dissimilarity to each centroid is minimized. Alternatively, K-means can

be used with similarities by maximizing the total intra-cluster similarity.

For n observations, X = {x1, .., xn}, and k centroids, C = {c1, .., ck}, the func-

tion to be minimized in the K-means algorithm, F (X,C), is as follows:

F (X,C) =

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

m(xi, k)p(xi, ck) (3)

where m(xi, k) is an indicator function with value 1 if ck is the closest centroid

to xi and 0 otherwise, and p(xi, ck) is the proximity measure (distance, similarity,

etc.) of xi to ck. Typical proximity measures used with K-means include Euclidean

distance, cosine similarity, Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergence.14 When p(·, ·) represents a similarity, such as cosine similarity,

the function F (X,C) is maximized; otherwise it is minimized. We allow the mini-

mization (maximization) to continue until complete convergence, i.e., the algorithm

completes an iteration in which the exemplars for each cluster do not change from

the previous iteration.

For this paper we used a variant of K-means, called K-medoids,15 which chooses

a medoid from the data to serve as the exemplar for each cluster. The exemplar

chosen is the observation for which the total pairwise distance of the points in that

cluster is minimized (maximized if using similarity measures). This medoid can be

viewed as the most representative example of the cluster, without the translation

problems of trying to map an abstract multi-dimensional vector such as a centroid to
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an appropriate example. Using medoids instead of centroids is helpful in interpreting

the document similarity graphs in TopicView, as only the documents being analyzed

are presented to the user.

The starting points for cluster exemplars are often chosen randomly, and to

avoid local optima of F (X,C) (i.e., potentially suboptimal clusterings of the data),

the clustering is repeated multiple times and the best configuration selected. For

our clustering, however, we choose initial exemplars using the KKZ initialization

method.16 This method selects an initial set of cluster exemplars, which often

helps reduce the total number of iterations necessary for convergence of the mini-

mization (or maximization) of F (X,C) while simultaneously providing clusterings

competitive with repeated random initialization and other prominent initialization

strategies.17 An additional side effect of using the KKZ initialization is that the

clustering process becomes repeatable, as both the KKZ and K-medoids algorithms

are deterministic.

As part of this work, all clustering experiments were performed using a variety

of proximity measures: Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, Pearson correlation co-

efficient, KL divergence, Jensen-Shannon divergence, Chebyshev distance, Hellinger

distance, Manhattan distance, and Minkowski distance.14 The results of the clus-

tering experiments indicated that cosine similarity and Jensen-Shannon divergence

consistently led to the best clusters using the LSA and LDA models, respectively.

Therefore, all images in this paper illustrating clustering results use those proximi-

ties for the two models.

In assessing which topic model leads to better performance when used as input

for our clustering, we compare the true, ground-truth cluster assignments from our

data with the assignments predicted by our clustering algorithm. To this end, we

employed two cluster comparison measures, the RAND and Jaccard indices. Among

the many difference measures for assessing and comparing clusterings, we opted

for these as they are straightforward to implement and are often used as baseline

measures in the literature.18,19,20 Both RAND and Jaccard provide a measure of

the similarity between two clusterings as a function of the pairwise agreement /

disagreement of each document across those clusterings.

4. Data Sets

Several data sets are used throughout this paper to illustrate the various compo-

nents of TopicView. These data sets are also used in the case studies demonstrating

TopicView in Section 6. These data sets include synthetic data created to illustrate

TopicView capabilities and differences between LSA and LDA, along with real-world

data sets of news documents and newsgroup messages. All data sets have human-

generated cluster labels, which are used to color-code the document groups and

identify how well the algorithms’ clusters match human-generated ground truth.
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4.1. Alphabet Data Set

The Alphabet data set consists of 26 clusters containing 10 documents each. Each

cluster contains documents composed from terms starting with the same letter. The

term set was constructed starting from a dictionary of 1000 words starting with the

letter “a”. The other letters of the alphabet were generated by prefixing each letter

in turn to this base set, resulting in a vocabulary of 26,000 terms. For each of the

10 documents from each cluster, 100 terms were sampled with replacement from

a uniform distribution of the corresponding 1000 terms used for that cluster. The

result is a collection of document clusters that are mutually exclusive with respect

to the terms used in the documents. Moreover, the terms belonging to a particular

cluster are easy to identify visually, as all terms associated with a cluster start with

the same letter.

4.2. DUC Data Set

Our second case study used the DUC data set, a collection of news articles from the

Associated Press and New York Times that were used in the 2003 Document Un-

derstanding Conference (DUC) for evaluating document summarization systems.21

The collection contains 298 documents categorized into 30 clusters, with each clus-

ter containing roughly 10 documents focused on a particular topic or event. The

categorization of the Duc data set was performed manually by a small group of

subject matter experts whose task was to identify groups of documents whose main

topic was similar to those in the same group. However, due to the tendancy of news

articles to cover more than one topic per article, there is some unintended overlap

in topics across the document groups. This characteristic of the Duc data set leads

to challenges in clustering, and thus is helpful in illustrating some of the benefits of

using TopicView in assessing the similarities and differences of various topic models.

4.3. Newsgroups Data Set

Finally, the Newsgroups data set used for our third case study is a subset of the

20 Newsgroups data set which has been widely used to assess the performance of

clustering and classification algorithms.22 Our versiona contains a subset of 10,000

email messages posted to 20 different Usenet newsgroups ranging across the main

top-level subject areas of the Usenet newsgroup hierarchy. For our work, we chose

a diverse subset of 6 of the original 20 newsgroups, and uniformly sampled 100

documents from the approximately 10,000 documents associated with each of those

6 newsgroups. For each message, we used all of the body text but included only

the message subject from the header information, as the subject was the only

header that consistently contained topical content related to the body of the mes-

sage. Furthermore, we removed any message threading formatting (e.g., ”>>”) and

aWe use a version of the 20 Newsgroups data set in which duplicate messages have been removed.
This data set is available at http://qwone.com/∼jason/20Newsgroups.
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ASCII art used in user signatures posted at the ends of messages. (e.g., ”=^=^=^”,

”/\/\/\/\/\/”, ”00_oo_00”, etc.). The complete set of newsgroups from the 20

Newsgroups data set are listed in Table 4.3, with the 6 newsgroups used in this

paper listed in boldface.

Note that the clusters in the Newsgroups data set are defined by the newsgroup

names, but the messages posted to a particular newsgroup may not be completely

or even partially related to the subject matter of that newsgroup. Because there was

no moderation of these groups during the time period of the posting data, there is no

guarantee that the individual messages conform to the Usenet newsgroup hierarchy

in any way. For this reason, as with the Duc data, this data set poses challenges

for clustering algorithms when using the newsgroup as the true cluster assignment.

Thus, the Newsgroups data set is useful in illustrating the different components

of TopicView and how they help in understanding relationships between documents

in text collections.

Table 1. Names of Usenet newsgroups used in the 20

Newsgroups data set.

comp.graphics sci.electronics

comp.os.ms-windows.misc sci.med
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware sci.space

comp.sys.mac.hardware misc.forsale

comp.windows.x talk.politics.misc
rec.autos talk.politics.guns

rec.motorcycles talk.politics.mideast

rec.sport.baseball talk.religion.misc
rec.sport.hockey alt.atheism

sci.crypt soc.religion.christian

Note: The newsgroups listed in boldface are those

used in the work presented in this paper.

5. TopicView

TopicView is a standalone application enabling comparisons of multiple topic models

and their impact on the task of document clustering via visual inspection, explo-

ration, and analysis in several components and views. The graphical user interface

(GUI) for TopicView was designed to facilitate extensibility (in terms of adding ad-

ditional model or analysis views) and coordinated exploration (across the different

types of analyses available). In this section, we present an overview of TopicView,

followed by specific details of the various components currently available. See Fig-

ure 1 for an overview of the system.

At the start of a new analysis session, users load a text corpus into TopicView,

which performs several pre-processing steps on the data prior to input to the LSA

and LDA model creation pipelines (see Section 3 for more details about these mod-

els). Identical LSA concept and LDA topic counts are selected by the user to gen-
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➄	  
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➄	  

Fig. 1. TopicView system diagram. Numbered outputs in the LSA, shared preprocessing, and

LDA pipelines connect to numbered inputs in the visualization diagram.

erate matching numbers of concepts and topics for their respective models. The

document relationships computed using these two models use the same cosine simi-

larity, edge threshold, and graph layout components to produce document similarity

graphs. Our goal throughout this process is to limit differences to just those at-

tributable to the different modeling approaches, independent of the pre-processing

and transformations of the data required to move from raw text data to data struc-

tures that can be used as input to the model fitting and graph layout algorithms.

Conceptual content, document relationships, and clustering results are visualized

using separate panels. The panels are designed to enable exploration of progressively

more detailed relationships from the corpus level down to individual document

text. For consistency, LSA-generated components are always displayed in blue and

appear on the left (left nodes in the bipartite graph, left-most columns in tables,

and left document similarity graphs), whereas LDA-generated model components

are displayed in red and appear on the right. The choice of colors and placement

was arbitrary and could be easily changed, e.g. if a different topic model were used

in the analysis instead of LSA or LDA.

In the next few sections, the main panels are described in greater detail.
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5.1. Conceptual Content Panel

Fig. 2. TopicView’s Conceptual Content panel containing Bipartite Graph (left) and Term Table

(right) views.

At the highest level, we want to know how concepts (from LSA) compare to

topics (from LDA), while hiding any details of the underlying models or methods.

A bipartite graph provides an abstract overview of these relationships by connecting

concepts and topics with weighted edges. Conceptual content is represented by the

relative importance of the terms within each concept/topic. Although we cannot

directly compare the weightings assigned to individual terms between concepts and

topics (i.e., correlations from LSA and probabilities from LDA), we can visually

compare the ordering and relative weighting of the terms.

5.1.1. Bipartite Graph

Ideally, if there were a one-to-one relationship between concepts and topics, we

would want a representation that made the correspondence explicit via visual pair-

ing. On the left side of the Conceptual Content panel in Figure 2, the Bipartite

Graph provides this pairing by horizontally aligning strongly correlated pairs of

concepts and topics and connecting them with a line that is color-coded based on

the strength of the correlation).

Concept/topic similarities are calculated as follows:
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(i) Scale LSA’s left singular matrix by its singular values (VkΣk).

(ii) Concatenate the result with LDA’s φ matrix.

(iii) Compute the matrix of pairwise cosine similarities of all rows of the concatenated

matrix.

(iv) Truncate the resulting similarity matrix to be just the upper right quadrant,

retaining only similarities between unique pairs of LSA concepts and LDA topics.

(v) Sort the truncated edge list in descending order.

The edge weights are color-coded from blue (-1) to black (0) to red (1) to preserve

the distinction between positive and negative similarities.

Fixing the node positions for the left-hand (LSA) model in their rank order, we

use a greedy approach for placing nodes on the right-hand (LDA) model relative to

the fixed nodes on the left. Nodes are laid out in declining edge weight order so as

to draw the strongest pairwise similarities between concepts/topics in the different

models with horizontal edges.

We provide two interactive filtering mechanisms for reducing the number of

Bipartite Graph edges shown, Degree Threshold and Edge Weight Threshold, the

controls for which are visible below the graph. Degree Threshold independently con-

trols the minimum vertex degree for each side of the bipartite graph with a separate

slider. Edges are chosen in descending weight order so that strongest edges are al-

ways visible first (i.e., for degree 2, the two strongest edges are drawn). Although

the sliders control the minimum number of visible edges for each node, some nodes

(such as LSA node 0) may exceed the minimum due to edges that exceed an ad-

jacent node’s minimum edge count. Alternatively, Edge Weight Threshold displays

all of the edges whose weights fall within a user specified range.

Nodes and edges in the Bipartite Graph view can be selected, with selections

shown in green. Selecting an edge selects its two connected nodes. Nodes correspond

to columns in the Term Table and columns in the Document Table on the Document

Relationships panel. As shown in Figure 2, selections limit the columns displayed in

both tables to just the selected concepts and topics. Then, column adjacency can be

used to compare word lists in the Term Table and see which documents contribute

most heavily to those concepts/topics in the Document Table. Clicking anywhere

outside the graph clears the current selection and makes every column visible.

5.1.2. Term Table

The terms associated with each concept/topic, listed in decreasing order of impor-

tance, are presented in the Term Table on the right side of the Conceptual Content

panel in Figure 2. Text color provides an additional cue about the relative weights

of terms, varying from black for the highest weights to light gray for the lowest.

Since we are most interested in distinguishing weighting differences at the high end

of the scale, we use a logarithmic mapping that increases the number of luminance

steps as we approach black. Since the LSA and LDA ranges are independently scaled
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based on their values, luminance differences cannot be directly compared between

models.

Individual terms within the table are selectable. Once selected, each instance

of that term within every concept/topic is highlighted with a lighter background.

The selection is linked to the Document Text view, so that every instance of the

term within the selected documents is displayed in red. This provides users with

the ability to quickly determine the distribution of a single term across concepts or

topics both within and across the different models.

5.2. Document Relationships Panel

Fig. 3. TopicView’s Document Relationship panel containing Document Similarity Graphs (top

left), Document Table (bottom left) and Document Text (right) views.

Document groupings as shown in Document Similarity Graphs provide an alter-

native view of LSA and LDA model differences. Because similarity graphs are often

used as a proxy for true clustering, we are interested in those cases where a set of

documents exhibits strong links between members of the group and weak links out-

side the group. Although there is a tendency to try to identify concepts/topics with

these groups, the weightings shown in the Document Table demonstrate that doc-
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ument groups frequently contribute in varying degrees to multiple concepts/topics

(weightings spread across rows). Similarly, concepts/topics typically include multi-

ple document groups (weightings spread across columns). The visual combination

of the graphs and tables on the same panel enables the user to locate and select the

documents associated with either conceptual content or groups, then read their full

text in the Document Text view.

5.2.1. Document Similarity Graphs

We compute cosine similarities for LSA using the right singular vectors, scaled by

the singular values. For LDA, we compute cosine similarities using the θ matrix.

This generates edges between every pair of documents, so we reduce visual clutter

by thresholding edges based on their weight. We want to keep the strongest links,

while at the same time providing some connectivity to all documents. We determine

which edges to keep on a document-by-document basis as follows:

(i) Sort the set of edges associated with each document node in descending order

by weight.

(ii) Keep all edges with weights greater than a significance threshold (we use 0.9).

(iii) If the number of highly weighted edges for a document is less than a specified

count (5 in all of our examples) continue adding edges in diminishing weight

order until that count is reached.

We use a linear time force-directed layout for the graphs. As shown in the up-

per left corner of Figure 3, each document is labeled with its ID and color-coded

using a ground-truth category. Edge color saturation indicates similarity weight,

with low values in gray and high values in red. Nodes and edges can be selected,

with node selections drawn in white and edge selections drawn in blue. The LSA

and LDA graphs are linked, so corresponding selections are shown in both (note

that some edges may exist in one graph and not the other). Additionally, the LSA

and LDA Document Cluster Graphs are also linked, so corresponding selections are

highlighted within the context of each algorithm’s clusters. The selected documents

are also highlighted in the Document Table and Cluster Table, while their full text

is displayed in the Document Text view.

5.2.2. Document Table

The Document Table (lower left Figure 3) shows the concatenation of the transpose

of LSA’s right singular vector, scaled by its singular values, and LDA’s θ matrix.

In a manner identical to the Term Table, the values in the table are varied between

black and light gray to permit rapid visual scanning of rows and columns to find

darker, more highly weighted documents. This facilitates comparisons of the relative

significance of documents within a set of concepts or topics. Selecting rows within the

table will highlight nodes in all graphs and display the selected document contents
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in the Document Text views.

5.2.3. Document Text

The Document Text view provides the full text contents of multiple documents, se-

lected using the Document Similarity Graphs, Document Cluster Graphs, Document

Table, or Cluster Table. Each document is displayed as three fields: the document

ID, the raw document text, and a ground-truth categorical ID. If a term is selected

in the Term Table, that term is highlighted in red throughout the raw text. When

displaying longer documents and multiple documents, the view can be scrolled.

5.3. Clustering Panel

Fig. 4. TopicView’s Clustering Panel containing Document Cluster Graphs (top left), Cluster
Table (bottom left) and Document Text (right) views.

While the first two user interface tabs provide visualizations that directly com-

pare the models generated by LSA and LDA, the third tab explores how model

differences impact downstream algorithms that use the generated models as inputs.

In particular, we examine clustering and how differences in the models effect cluster
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results. The clustering algorithms identify clusters and their associated medoids,

generating a matrix of relationships between each document and each medoid, and

the relationships of the medoids to each other. These can be visualized as a graph

that uses both intra- and inter-cluster proximities to provide a high-level view of

the corpus content, i.e. what clusters exist and how closely related they are to one

another. The visualization includes three views, the Document Cluster Graphs, a

Cluster Table, and Document Text. The Document Text is identical to that included

in the Document Relationships panel.

5.3.1. Document Cluster Graphs

Although the clustering output provides relationships between each document and

each medoid, visualizing the full graph provides little insight due to the dense overlap

of the edges. We reduce visual clutter by rendering only the edges between each

document and the medoid with the greatest proximity, combined with only those

edges between medoids whose proximity exceeds a significance threshold (we use

0.9). We use the same linear force-directed layout as we did with the Document

Similarity Graphs, and the same edge and node color-coding and selection interfaces.

5.3.2. Cluster Table

The Cluster Table shows the concatenation of LSA and LDA’s document-cluster

proximity matrices. For each cluster, the proximities between each document and

the medoid representing the cluster are displayed. The proximity values determine

the darkness of each number’s rendering, as was done in both the Term Table and

Document Table. Selections in this table are linked to all four graphs, the Document

Table, and both Document Text views.

6. Case Studies

In this section, we present the results of using TopicView’s visual analysis and

comparison capabilities to illustrate similarities and differences between two topic

models: LSA and LDA. We use both synthetic and real-world corpora to demon-

strate the various characteristics of the visual components and how they can be

used in model assessment and comparison. The goals of the case studies include:

• Illustrating the use of TopicView’s coordinated, multi-view capabilities for effi-

cient navigation of relationships between LSA and LDA models.

• Determining the relationship between LSA and LDA models with respect to the

most important terms and overall term distributions associated with topically-

related groups of documents.

• Identifying strengths of the LSA and LDA models with respect to document

clustering and model interpretability.

• Illustrating how visual analysis capabilities can aid in the understanding of

relationships in large document collections.
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For all results presented here, the topic models (LSA and LDA) were computed

using the ParaText library23 from the open source Titan Informatics Toolkit.24

For LDA, we set α = 50 / K, β = 0.1, and used 1 sampling and 200 burn in

iterations. For both LSA and LDA, the number of concepts and topics, respectively,

are chosen by the user; results presented below explicitly identify the values used for

this parameter, which is always shared by the two models to reduce any differences

due to the number of dimensions used in the models generated. Clustering results

were also computed using Titan.

6.1. Synthetic Data Studies

In this section, we report the results of applying the visual analysis capabilities in

TopicView to the Alphabet data set (see Section 4.1), a collection of synthetic

documents with independent term distributions across documents in 26 clusters.

As LSA concepts are, by definition, orthogonal latent feature vectors, we expect

that a 26-concept LSA model should be able to identify each of the document

clusters in the Alphabet data set using a single concept per letter (i.e., one latent

feature for each of the sets of terms beginning with the same letter). Note that for

many real-world document collections the optimal number of clusters is not known

a priori and documents related to a particular topic do not consist of terms unique

to that topic alone. However, the purpose of this study is to demonstrate the use of

visual analysis to identify differences in the LSA and LDA models when one model

(i.e., LSA) is able to exactly cluster the data.

Figure 5 presents the Document Similarity Graphs for a 26-concept LSA model

(left) and 26-topic LDA model (right) of the Alphabet data set. As predicted,

we see that the LSA model consists of independent concepts that lead to a perfect

clustering of the documents; there are 26 disconnected components in the graph,

and each component consists of nodes colored with the same ground-truth clus-

ter label. On the other hand, LDA has difficulty modeling the term relationships

across documents, generating strong relationships across the entire collection. As

LDA models are mixture models and there is absolutely no term mixing across

documents in different clusters in the Alphabet data set, LDA is not a suitable

model for such data. Such differences may not be so obvious in real-word document

collections, but the amount of mixing (i.e., diversity in distribution) of terms across

documents and/or topically related groups of documents may significantly impact

the suitability of a particular topic model.

As shown in Figure 6, the Conceptual Content panel can be used to better

understand the differences between term distributions within the LSA concepts and

LDA topics. Through selections in the Bipartite Graph, the concept/topic columns

have been limited to the three LSA concepts associated with the largest singular

values (i.e., concepts 0, 1, and 2) and the most related LDA topics in terms of

cosine similarity (topics 33, 29, and 26, respectively). In the Term Table, we can see

that words beginning with “o”, “v”, and “e” are most highly correlated with LSA
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Fig. 5. Document Similarity Graph views depicting document relationships modeled using LSA

(left) and LDA (right) for the Alphabet data set.

Fig. 6. Conceptual Content panel views depicting relationships between LSA concepts (blue) and
LDA topics (red) for the Alphabet data set. The LSA concepts identify the independent term
sets in the data, whereas terms starting with different letters are highly mixed across LDA topics.

concepts 0, 1, and 2, respectively. In contrast, the terms with highest probability of

being part of LDA topics 33, 29, and 26 contain some terms beginning with those

letters, but there is no clear connection to any particular document cluster. Further

investigation using the Document Table and Document Text views in the Document

Relationship panel confirm that LSA models the clusters correctly; see Figure 7 for
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Fig. 7. For the Alphabet data set, the Document Table and Document Text views in the Doc-

ument Relationships panel show that LSA concept 0 contains only “o” documents (140-149),

whereas LDA topic 33 has a mixed set of weights for that cluster.

an illustration of how these views are used to verify that only “o” documents are

related to LSA concept 0.

Once it was established that LSA was modeling the clusters accurately and

LDA was not, we used the Bipartite Graph to identify relationships between LSA

concepts and LDA topics. Figure 8 shows the Bipartite Graph depicting relationships

between LSA (blue nodes) and LDA (red nodes) models in terms of cosine similarity

between the concept vectors (i.e., left singular vectors) and topic vectors (i.e., rows

of φ), respectively. The left and right images in the figure show the graph edges

thresholded by degree and edge weight, respectively. In both images, we see that all

of the relationships between LSA concepts and LDA topics are weak as indicated

by the gray edges (recall that red edges would indicate strong relationships). The

left image depicts the strongest connections for LSA concepts (i.e., LSA degree

threshold of 1 and LDA degree threshold of 0). In this image, we can quickly see

that there are some LDA topics (e.g., 28, 41, 44, 46, and 49) that are unrelated to

any LSA concepts, each of which models one of the 26 distinct document clusters.

Furthermore, we see that at an edge-weight threshold of 0.1451 (i.e., the maximum

threshold value for which all LDA topics are related to at least one LSA topic),

most of the LDA topics are more strongly connected to several LSA concepts (i.e.,

relatively high out degree on LDA topic nodes) before any one LDA topic is related

to LSA topic 10. This is a further indicator that LDA is not modeling the term

relationships accurately within each document cluster.

These outcomes are consistent with our expectations for this synthetic data set.
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Fig. 8. Bipartite Graph views depicting conceptual content relationships for the Alphabet data

set modeled with LSA (blue nodes) and LDA (red nodes) using a minimum degree threshold of 1
for LSA concept nodes (left) and a minimum edge threshold of 0.1451 (right).

Because documents from different clusters are entirely disjoint, each cluster is well

approximated by a unique singular vector from the LSA model, leading to high

correlation between documents within a cluster and very low correlation across

clusters. Conversely, this disjunction represents a very difficult case for LDA imple-

mentations using collapsed Gibbs sampling. At an intuitive level, such LDA model

fitting methods rely on co-occurrence of terms between documents to guide a ran-

dom walk toward more probable topic configurations. In the Alphabet data set,

explicit term co-occurrence between clusters has been suppressed completely. More-

over, the small document size (relative to dictionary size) and uniform sampling

strategy results in a low degree of overlap between documents within a cluster. In

such a situation, the topics from LDA tend to be random with more or less uni-

form term distributions. In further work, we plan to explore these characteristics

in greater detail, assessing whether the diversity of term distributions across docu-

ments (and, more specifically, across groups of topically related documents) could

lead to indicators of model applicability to particular document collections.
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6.2. Real-World Data Studies

As discussed in the previous section, the Alphabet data set was useful in illustrat-

ing the differences across the LSA and LDA models. However, the structure and

relationships among those synthetic documents is not representative of more typi-

cal document collections. Even when corpora contain clusters of documents across a

wide range of disparate subject areas, there is often significant overlap in vocabulary

across documents in different clusters.

In this section, we present the results of case studies involving two real-world

data sets: the Duc (Section 4.2) and Newsgroups (Section 4.2) data sets. Recall

that the Duc data set has more document clusters (30 versus 6) with fewer docu-

ments in each cluster (about 10 versus 100) and a different number of unique terms

(13,641 versus 15,723) than the Newsgroups data set. Thus, these two data set

sets can be used to identify how the visual analytics presented in this paper per-

form when applied to document collections of different sizes with different patterns

of term distributions within documents and across document clusters.

6.2.1. Topic Model Comparisons: How Can Visual Analysis Help?

To investigate the relationships between LSA and LDA modeling on a real-world

collection of documents, we applied TopicView to the DUC data set. The DUC data

set was assembled for a summarization contest, so it contains subsets of documents

whose general topics appeared very different to the annotators. Using TopicView,

we demonstrate how LSA and LDA models are similar in identifying clusters with

consistent term distributions across documents in particular clusters, but differ in

modeling weak connections between document clusters.

We begin our analysis of the relationships between the LSA and LDA models by

examining the document similarity graphs for the two models. Figure 9 shows the

Document Similarity Graphs view for a 30-concept LSA model (left) and 30-topic

LDA model (right). The LSA model results in a graph with 14 disconnected compo-

nents, 13 of which exactly match clusters identified by the human annotators. The

large connected component located in the center of the layout indicates that have

some degree of toverlap in their term distributions. Note that there are many highly

interconnected, compact subgraphs which correspond to true document clusters (as

indicated by the node colorings) that are connected to other such subgraphs by one

or two edges. Even without the node colors, the graph topology indicates that there

are highly related documents in these subgraphs and we can trace the connections

between the subgraphs through specific documents by edges connecting them. Thus,

we conclude that the LSA model provides a useful clustering of the documents in

the Duc data set.

When using the shared layout to view relationships between documents as com-

puted using the LDA model (as shown on the top right in Figure 9), we see that there

are many inter-cluster relationships identified. This indicates that LSA and LDA

are clearly modeling different characteristics of the data. When the LDA-specific
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Fig. 9. Document Similarity Graph views depicting document relationships modeled using LSA

and LDA for the Duc data set, using a shared node layout in the upper image and non-shared

layouts in the bottom image.

layout is viewed (as shown on the bottom right in Figure 9), we get a much better

sense of the clustering produced by the LDA model; there are disconnected compo-

nents (indicating document clusters) and a subgraph structure similar to the LSA

model. Thus, we conclude that the LDA model also provides a useful clustering.

However, other visual analytics provided in TopicView can be used in conjunction

with these Document Similarity Graphs to explore in more detail the similarities

and differences between the tightly connected subgraphs.

In Figure 10, TopicView’s Bipartite Graph shows the relationships between LSA

concepts and LDA topics. Using the degree (left) and edge weight (right) threshold-

ing controls, we see there is a strong, unique relationship between LSA concept 0

and all LDA topics relative to the other pairwise concept/topics relationships. This

relationship is due to the fact that LSA concepts (i.e., left singular vectors, Uk from

Eq. (1) in the model description in Section 3.1) account for decreasing amounts of
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Fig. 10. Bipartite Graph views depicting conceptual content relationships for the DUC data set

modeled with LSA (blue nodes) and LDA (red nodes) using a minimum degree threshold of 1 for

LSA/LDA nodes (left) and a minimum edge threshold of 0.1760 (right).

Fig. 11. Bipartite Graph views depicting conceptual content relationships for the Newsgroups

data set modeled with LSA (blue nodes) and LDA (red nodes) using a minimum degree threshold

of 1 for LSA/LDA nodes (left) and a minimum edge threshold of 0.1980 (right).
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variance of terms across the documents. Thus, LSA concept 0 acts as a generic con-

cept that summarizes all of the main term-term and term-document interactions.1

Moreover, we see this same behavior with LSA concept 0 across a range of dimen-

sion choices (values of k used to generate the models) in each of the data sets we

have studied (see Figure 11 for an example of the Newsgroups data set with 20

concepts/topics), providing evidence of this being a general characteristic of the

LSA models.

6.2.2. Model Accuracy: Is a Single Model Adequate?

Data analysts using our analysis capabilities often ask us whether one topic model

better expresses the relationships in the data over another. Determining the answer

to that question is a challenging problem, as it often depends on the types of ques-

tions being asked of the data and the specific types of modeling and analysis that

will be performed using the topic models. Using TopicView, we find evidence that

the answer may in fact be that we want to use both (or all) topic models available

for a given analysis task, as the different models may be able to identify some rela-

tionships in the data that the other(s) may not, and vice versa. In this section, we

present such evidence for the Duc data set.

As we see in the Bipartite Graph on the left in Figure 10, there are several LSA

concepts strongly connected to a single LDA topic or vice versa. Two such examples

include (a) LSA concepts 9 and 11, which are strongly connected to LDA topic 44,

and (b) LSA concepts 6 and 21, which are strongly connected to LDA topic 36.

Figure 12 shows the top 10 terms (in descending order by the coefficients and/or

probabilities associated with those terms in the topic models) in the LSA concepts

and LDA topics for these two cases (case (a) on the left and case (b) on the right).

Fig. 12. Top 10 terms associated with the concepts/topics for the Duc data set, where multiple

LSA concepts are strongly connected to a single LDA topic.
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In case (a), LSA concept 9 along with LDA topic 44 appear related to the clus-

ter of documents about the Chilean leader Pinochet, whereas LSA concept 11 has

combined the Pinochet cluster with clusters of documents about a dance hall fire in

Sweden and political unrest in Timor, which do not appear related. Using the Doc-

ument Table and Document Text views, though, we find that the full LSA concept

vectors for concepts 9 and 11 are negatively correlated for all documents except

those in the Pinochet cluster and two other sets of documents, one related to the

political unrest in Timor (concept 13) and one related to war crimes by Serbian

leadership (concept 21). Tracing the terms used in those documents, we find that

there are documents in the Duc data set containing terms that span these appar-

ently different concepts, thereby accounting for the connections between Pinochet

and the Swedish fire and unrest in Timor. For example, document 87 contains the

terms “Pinochet,”, “Chile,” “Timor,” “Indonesia,” and “Britain”; and document

121 contains the terms “Spanish,” “fire,” “chile,” and “Britain”. As discussed in

Blei et al.,2 LDA handles polysemous term usage much better than LSA (Chile the

country versus fire roasted chile versus a fire in Sweden). We conclude that LSA

is modeling the Pinochet cluster well with concept 9, as well as the more subtle,

polysemous cross-cluster term relationships between Pinochet, the Swedish fire and

Timor politics with concept 11.

Further inspection of LSA concept 21, which was identified above as being re-

lated to concept 11, shows that it is also involved in the multiple LSA concept,

single LDA topic relationships in case (b). Although LSA concepts 6 and 21 model

the two clusters of documents about elections in Iran and war crimes in Serbia

well, these appear to be combined in LDA topic 36. Following the same exploration

performed for case (a), we find that there are many documents in different clusters

regarding politics in different areas of the world. These documents can be found by

either exploring the Document Similarity Graphs or by combined use of the Docu-

ment Table and Document Text views to identify term relationships leading to the

combined LDA topic.

We conclude from these cases that LSA and LDA model the most tightly coupled

document clusters well (as indicated by many strong horizontal edges in Figure 10),

but model more subtle relationships between documents (and thus clusters) in dif-

ferent ways. We conjecture that many of the differences are due to the weighting

values used in the two models. LSA’s singular vectors involve both positive and neg-

ative weights for a term (as they represent correlations). This allows components

of one concept to “cancel out” components of another, thus allowing linear com-

binations of two or more concept vectors to account for separate clusters that are

related in their use of common terms. By comparison, the term weights in LDA top-

ics are strictly positive (as they represent probabilities): there is no way to decrease

a term’s probability by adding in parts of other topics. Both of these approaches

have their individual strengths. Using the visual analytics presented in this work,

we were able to quickly identify and explore these differences. Moreover, using the
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multiple linked views providing diverse perspectives of the models and relationships

in the document collections, we were able to specifically identify the documents and

terms that led to the model differences.

These differences do not lead to a clear answer to the original question posed at

the start of this section. In fact, the results presented here indicate that a combina-

tion of the relationships identified in data using different topic models may lead to

better understanding of document collections than using the models individually.

This combined perspective has shown great promise in the area of data categoriza-

tion and heterogeneous ensemble modeling, where multiple types of classification

models are combined in ways to outperform the individual models. Although similar

challenges to ensemble model combination in that area would need to be addressed

when attempting to combine topics models for improved performance, this line of

investigation may lead to new challenges that are quite specific to the latter. In

future work, we plan to investigate this question of whether topic models can be

combined in ways to lead to improved analysis in tasks such as document clustering,

classification, and summarization.

6.2.3. Short Documents: Why Do They Matter So Much?

In the final real-world case study presented here, we illustrate a behavior of LDA

models that can have a significant impact on the interpretability of the model in

terms of the Document Similarity Graphs and effects on clustering. This behavior

was originally explored and discussed by the authors for the Duc data set,25 and

that discussion is expanded here, including corresponding analysis of the News-

groups data set, which exhibits similar behavior. Specifically, we find that very

short documents impact the ability of LDA to model some topically related content

accurately.

Fig. 13. Left: The Document Similarity Graph view displays document 3 and the connections
to its immediate neighbors highlighted in white (nodes) and blue (edges). Right: The Term Table

view displays topics associated with the selected documents shown in the Document-Topic Table
images in Figure 14. The topics are chosen based on the strength of the document-topic weights
for the selected documents.
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Fig. 14. The document-topic weights for document 3 (top left) and its selected neighbors.

In working with the LDA Document Similarity Graphs for the Duc data, we

were struck by the high degree of connectivity in the graph. Many of the edges were

unexpected, connecting documents covering seemingly unrelated topics. Document

3 shown in the center of the graph in Figure 13 provides a good example of this.

According to the text of documents 3 and 4, both are stories about Pinochet’s arrest

in Britain. Document 96 is a story about Israel delaying flights from a Palestinian

airport. Documents 142 and 144 are about a Yugoslavian tribunal to prosecute

Bosnian war crimes. Finally, document 193 is about cold weather killing 39 people

in Moscow. Why is LDA linking these documents? We felt that understanding the

cause of these links was essential, since their presence alters both the graph layout

and its interpretation by users.26

The stories in the selected documents are represented by topics 44, 34, 36, and

37, respectively. Terms capturing these key concepts can be seen amongst the top

terms for these topics in Figure 13 (right). The selection of these four topics comes

from an examination of the document-topic weights for each document shown in

Figure 14. We have included all topic columns that have darker/higher weights

within the selected rows, including topic 30, whose most significant terms do not

match any of the story lines seen in the documents’ texts. Examining the terms

in topic 30, we find that XML document tags (“headline”, “slug”, “body”, etc.)

predominate. As shown in Figure 15, topics 30 and 31 capture Associated Press
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Fig. 15. Term Table depicting the top terms in the topics (30 and 31) from a 30-topic LDA model
that are associated with Associated Press (AP) and New York Times (NYT) boilerplate text in

the Duc data set.

(AP) and New York Times (NYT) document origins, respectively. The connection

between these seemingly dissimilar documents is that they are all AP articles.

Looking at the weights in the Document Table images in Figure 14, an interest-

ing pattern emerges. Documents 0–9 (top left image) are articles about Pinochet’s

arrest. The human-generated cluster labels (red color-coding in the document ID

column) show that these documents all belong to this group. LDA has similarly

identified this same group of documents as a group, shown by the darker text of the

stronger weights in column 44. The weights for documents 0 through 4 in column

30 show a significant connection between these documents and the topic, articles

from AP, whereas documents 5 to 9 do not. Unlike document 4, the weighting for

document 3 in topic 30 is stronger than its weighting in topic 44 (i.e. document 3

is more strongly aligned with its AP source than with its conceptual content). This

same pattern is seen with documents 96, 142, 144, and 193. Our exploration reveals

that documents whose conceptual content is outweighed by the source content act

as bridges, connecting disparate topics unexpectedly. We identified eleven bridging

documents in the Duc data, shown in Figure 16. All are AP articles, and all are
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Fig. 16. Bridging documents in the Duc data set highlighted in white with the connecting edges

in blue.

short, with some consisting of a single sentence. Comparing AP articles to NYT

articles, we find that the NYT articles tend to be longer, sometimes significantly

so. Both sets of articles contain tags and header information, but for these short

articles, the terms in the headers outnumber the news content.

The bridging documents are in the center of the graph and all of them tend

to link with one other, impacting the layout of the connected document groups.

The full graph is shown on the lower right of Figure 9. Conveniently, the terms

leading to the unwanted edges are easy to isolate and remove. To evaluate the

document groupings without the bridging, we reran LDA on just the text from

the headlines and story bodies. As expected, the AP and NYT topics disappeared,

many of the edges connecting unrelated topics disappeared and document groups

became stronger and more visible in the graph, as shown in Figure 17.

Analysis of the Newsgroups data set proceeded in a similar fashion as that of

the Duc data set in the case study presented here. Figure 18 presents the Document

Similarity Graph views for a 20-concept LSA model and 20-topic LDA model. Recall

that there are roughly 6 (newsgroup) subject areas represented in this data, and

thus a reasonable guess for the number of groupings we could expect to identify in

this view could be in the vicinity of 6 as well. And, indeed, even without the nodes

being colored by true cluster assignment, we see that there are on the order of 10

or less highly related subgraphs in the LSA document similarity graph. However,

in the non-shared layout for the LDA model in the bottom image of Figure 18,

there seems to be about 20 smaller, highly related subgraphs that form a spoke-

like pattern centered around one larger subgraph. Looking at the shared layout for

the LDA model in the top image of the figure, we see that documents across the
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Fig. 17. Document Similarity Graph view using a 30-topic LDA model for the Duc data set with
documents containing headers and story bodies only.

different clusters appear to be highly interconnected. This behavior resembles that

identified for the Duc data and presented in Figure 9.

Inspecting the Newsgroups data set more closely using the views in the Doc-

ument Relationships panel, we can see that the LDA model once again identifies

relationships amongst the documents in which there are several documents in the

center of the spoke-like structure that are highly interconnected. Figure 19 presents

a magnified view of the LDA model similarity graph in which several of these highly

interconnected nodes are selected. Looking at the text of the selected individual doc-

uments, we again see that most are very short in length. Thus, as with the Duc

data, the LDA model is generating a topic to account for the distribution of the

terms in these documents across a widely diverse set of subjects. The lack of strong

signal identified by the term distributions across these short documents appears to

effect the LDA model by using a single topic to attempt to account for the term

distributions in those mostly unrelated documents.

Trying to determine how much these short documents impact the document

relationships and the structure of the spoke-like LDA model similarity graph, we

next turned to the Clustering panel views to see how the clustering algorithm groups

the highly interconnected documents. Figure 20 presents the clustering assignments

when 6 (top) and 10 (bottom) clusters were computed. In the case of 6 clusters,

cluster assignments from both the LSA and LDA models are largely mixed, leading

to highly heterogeneous clusters (with respect to the true cluster assignments). In

the case of 10 clusters, however, the LSA model appears to be able to distinguish
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Fig. 18. Document Similarity Graph views for the Newsgroups data set with shared node layout

for the LSA and LDA models (top) and without shared node layout (bottom).

between the different true clusters, whereas there is still a single large heterogeneous

cluster in the Document Cluster Graph view for the LDA model.

Further inspection of this large heterogeneous cluster indicates that this cluster

contains a majority of the highly interconnected documents. Figure 21 shows the

same 10 cluster graphs as in Figure 20 with the large heterogeneous cluster doc-

uments selected. We see that the these documents are spread across the various

LSA model clusters, evidence that LSA models may not suffer from this bridging

or “short-document” behavior, and indication of a major difference between the
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Fig. 19. LDA nodes with large vertex degree selected for the Newsgroups data sets. Document

191 shown with all edges highlighted. Note the short length of the document text for these nodes.

LSA and LDA models. In Figure 22, a magnified view of the cluster is presented

along with the text of the documents in that cluster. We see that this provides more

evidence that the documents in this cluster are related by their short length more

than the topics covered by their sparse text.

Further inspection of this particular cluster in the Document Relationships tab

indicates that this cluster accounts for most of the relationships in the center of

the spoke-like structure of the LDA model document similarity graph. Figure 23

presents the graph views with the heterogeneous cluster documents selected. In the

LSA model, those documents are spread across the major subgraphs of documents,

whereas for the LDA model, they form a subgraph of their own which effects the

interpretation of the relationships amongst the smaller, highly related subgraphs.

Figure 24 shows a magnified view of the central high degree vertices, where the

vertices are highlighted in white and the edges connecting them are shown in blue.

These high degree nodes provide the central set of connections joining the subgraph

spokes in the LDA graph. This is further evidence of the differences between the LSA

and LDA models, and we see that it greatly impacts both model interpretability

and the performance of the clustering algorithm.

7. Conclusions and Further Work

Topic models are the primary means of extracting latent relationships from doc-

uments in general text collections, but interpreting them can be a difficult task.

Using the TopicView prototype, we were able to refine our ideas for visual model

comparison over many iterations, and apply those ideas to a comparison of LSA

and LDA models. As our case studies demonstrated, we were able to use visual

analytics to explore the models and their impact on analysis tasks, bringing to bear
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Fig. 20. Newsgroups data set clustering for 20-concept LSA model and a 20- topic LDA models
using 6 and 10 clusters.

intuition, subject matter expertise, and specific domain problem solving experience.

We were free to explore variations on the models and the impact of those variations

efficiently and interactively.

Regarding the specific questions about LSA and LDA that we posed in our in-

troduction, we found that LSA concepts provide good summarizations over broad

groups of documents, while LDA topics are focused on smaller groups. LDA’s lim-

ited document groups and its probabilistic mechanism for determining a topic’s

top terms support better labeling for document clusters than LSA concepts, but

the document relationships defined by the LSA model do not include extraneous

connections between disparate topics identified by LDA in our examples.

In future work, we would like to explore other document collections, where clus-

ters share specified amounts of vocabulary overlap, to investigate the generality of
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Fig. 21. Selection of documents in a cluster identified using the LDA model and the corresponding

documents in the LSA clusters (white nodes). Note that the documents are scattered across all of
the LSA model clusters.

Fig. 22. All but one of the high degree document nodes identified in the Newsgroups data set
fall into this single LDA model cluster.

the findings presented in the case studies presented in this paper. With the Al-

phabet data set, we can easily do this by varying the size of the vocabulary, the

size and number of clusters, and the amount of overlap between documents within

and across clusters. We would further like to explore additional document modeling

methods, including nonnegative matrix factorizations (NMF)27 and extensions to

LDA that have shown improved performance in document clustering applications,

such as mixture of von Mises-Fisher models.28

More broadly, we envision the use of tools like TopicView as an initial step in
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Fig. 23. Document Similarity Graph views of the Newsgroups data set, with high degree nodes

selected.

Fig. 24. A magnified LDA Document Similarity Graph view of the bridging nodes in the News-
groups data set, highlighting the “short-document” nodes and the edges connecting them.

exploring very large data sets. Users often apply analysis methods in arbitrary ways,

leading to suspect conclusions that may not be truly supported by their data. We

imagine users applying the visual analytics techniques developed for TopicView to

understand small, annotated samples of a larger collection, allowing them to make

better informed decisions about which topic model(s) can best facilitate analysis

for the larger whole. Of course, further work will be necessary to demonstrate that

visual analytics can be generalized in this fashion.
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